Languages and Children: Making the Match, New Languages for Young Learners, Grades K-8, 4/e

With a focus on communicative language teaching as it reflects cognitive and second language acquisition theory, this classic in the field provides a wealth of strategies and activities ready to use in the K-8 foreign language classroom. This popular and completely updated Fourth Edition is the only comprehensive foreign language methods book for K-8 classrooms that is also accessible and engaging for undergraduate students.

New to this Edition:

- Includes a complete example of the curriculum planning process using recommended tools by the authors such as the Unit Plan Inventory, Web, planning framework examples, and sample lessons.

- Provides examples of Enduring Understandings and Essential Questions for Understanding by Design and of Egan questions in Story Form Framework.

- Expanded discussion about translation in the section on using the target language as well as expanded information on two-way immersion.

What Educators Are Saying...

“The strengths of the book are the extensive, comprehensive scope, the richness of source material, and the practicality in classroom application of the instructional strategies and techniques.”

-Nancy Lawrence, College of Santa Fe at Albuquerque


Now is the time to order Languages and Children, 4/e
Call 1-800-848-9500 today!

For more information on how you can promote and sell these materials to your customers, contact:
Erica Capogreco P: 617 567 7760 F: 617 507 7688
Erica.Capogreco@pearson.com

* Prices and availability subject to change without notice. Dec 09